Project funded via SRF programs

- Review project type for entire project.
- Project type(s) is / are:
  - Electrical equipment replacement in pump or lift station(s) or WWTP
  - SCADA replacement or upgrade
  - Rehabilitation or replacement of pump station(s) or lift station(s) entirely within property boundaries with no capacity expansion
  - Rehabilitation of WWTP entirely within property boundaries with no capacity expansion
  - Find-and-fix, line replacement or rehabilitation with line entirely within ROW
  - Line rehabilitation or replacement crossing streams and wetlands using only directional drill

- Does the entire project meet one of the types listed above?
  - Yes: Complete CET
  - No: Go to MCA flowchart.

- Is project funded through DWSRF or CWSRF?
- CWSRF
- DWSRF
- Review project type for entire project.
- Project type(s) is / are:
  - Electrical equipment replacement in booster pump and rechlorination station(s) or WTP
  - SCADA replacement or upgrade
  - Water meter installation or replacement
  - Rehabilitation or replacement of booster pump and rechlorination station(s) entirely within property boundaries
  - Water tank or well replacement or rehabilitation entirely within existing boundaries
  - Line replacement or rehabilitation with line entirely within ROW
  - Rehabilitation of WTP entirely within property boundaries with no capacity expansion
  - Line rehabilitation or replacement crossing streams and wetlands using only directional drill

- Does the entire project meet one of the types listed above?
  - Yes: Complete CET
  - No: Go to MCA flowchart.